
AKEEL ALSHAIKH 
Chemical Engineer 
To work in a distinguished organization with a team work to develop it and get more experience in Engineering field. Always ready to
take new challenge to gain more experience and broaden my knowledge. Committed and very dedicated to add value to the company I
work for and help to achieve its goals. 

akeelalshaikh@gmail.com 0509813096 Saudi Arabia 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Chemical Engineer 
KANOOZ / Aljoubail 
06/2021 - Present,  

Managing Projects from startup to end in these areas lube oil
flashing,chemical cleaning, nitrogen purging, pigging and specialized
services, I worked in aramco and sabic plants 

Meeting clintes and pursue the quantities, equipments and requirments for
project to be available on time. 

Managing opperation of specialized units and take sample's tests to make
sure all process variables as required like Temperature, ph, pressure and iron
deposit. 

Lab Engineer 
Industrial projections contracting est /Alkhober 
12/2020 - 06/2021,  

Testing and calibration Industrial devices depending on ISO standards 

Follow up customers after sales 

Tracing new customers and make new contracts. Three contracts achieved in
my working interval 

Key Account 
IKEA /AlDdhahran 
10/2018 - 09/2020,  

Organize showroom and count the quantities before selling 

Help and convence customers to buy and use web for non available orders 

Make strong relationship with costumers 

Intern 
SPG /Dammam 
07/2018 - 08/2018,  

examine the properties and guarantee that all match with the order's
properties (humidity, tensile ,stress ). 

make sure the machines work properly 

improve the work by using pilot prototype . 

keep work areas in safe condition all times by using safety policies 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor's of Chemical Engineering 
KFUPM 
09/2012 - 01/2018,  

Corrosion Polymer Technology 

Catalyst Separation processes 

SKILLS 

Teamwork Creative Thinking 

Problem solving Ms office 

Engineering programs skills 

Project management 

Active sales Skills 

Osha and ISO knowledge 

CERTIFICATES 
Occupational Health and Safety
Advanced Diploma (2020) 

Fire Safety and Management (2017) 

Key Negotiation Skills (2020) 

ISO9001 (2020) 

First Aid (2016) 

Leadership Essentials (2020) 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Arabic 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Courses 
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